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Championship Steps  - Strathspey:  

 
Question: When linking from the crossover 

step where does the working foot finish?  
Answer: When linking into a pas de basque 

the working foot finishes in 3rd or 5th position 

as per the Question and Answer document 
09.11.16; when linking into a progressive reel 

movement the working foot finishes in 3rd ae-
rial position.  

Irish Jig: 

 
Question: In the 11th step, is the grind correct? Answer: Bar 2 – 5th rear or 4th opposite 5th rear; 

Bar 5 – 4th rear  
Question: In the 1st step, is it acceptable to finish the 1st half of the 1st step with the break finishing 

facing the diagonal on the last count in preparation for the 2nd half of the step? Answer: Break finishes 

facing the front.  
Question: How do you link into a clip heel break in the 1st step?  

Answer: Finish the “step click hop” movement but omit the hop as per the Irish Jig textbook then hop 
into the clip heel break.  

Earl of Errol—Premiership 2018 

 
Question: Should the leg be fully 

extended in the single and double 
treble movements?  

Answer: No, it is a small outward 

brush towards 4th intermediate ae-
rial position low. The shuffle is as in 

tap technique.  

New Championship Steps 

 
Please note when the 2019 Championship and Scottish 

National Dance Premiership steps are posted in the Teach-
ers and Judges sections of the website in July that there 

should be no duplicating or sharing of the informa-

tion in any manner to anyone until after the steps 
are posted on the general section of the SOBHD 

website on 1st September.  

Hornpipe:  

 
Question: In the 3rd step of the Sailors Hornpipe, 

where does the shuffle on count 5 start?  
Answer: The dancer springs in place (count 5) 

and the new working foot naturally continues into 

the shuffle movement.  

Flora MacDonald’s Fancy– Premiership 2018 

 
Question: Is there a shoulder lead in the 5th step?  Answer: No  

Question: In the Hop brush beat beat movement is the extension held in 4th intermediate aerial posi-
tion? Answer: The leg is in 4th intermediate aerial position on count 1.  

Question: In the 4th step, how is the ronde executed?  

Answer: Inwards towards 3rd aerial position.  
Question: In the 6th step how is the syncopated hop executed? Answer: This is clarified in the new 

SDTA book.  
Question: In the 4th step, is the spring executed with a straight leg prior to landing? Answer: No, it is 

a soft spring to 2nd position.  


